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Investigating traffic accidents is a primaIy interest for traffic engineers and others
involved in road safety and community health There is a continuing requirement
to reduce the number of traffic accidents Accident frequency is a basic tool used
by traffic management authorities to identify hazaIdous sites for possible remedial
treatment. However road safety practitioners often have a limited view of sites and

tend to rely on traditional investigation techniques and countermeasures
Consequently there is a need for research to develop improved techniques for
investigation. The roles of manager, practitioner and researcher provide the
interaction between need, research and practice, The interaction between these
elements should be improved to develop more appropriate analytical techniques
Some principles of ensuring that reseaIch is applicable to users are
discussed These aI'e illustrated by an eXaInple of research supported by the Main
Roads Department in Western Australia The results have vaIious applications in
understanding accidents at traffic signals and investigating particulaI sites in detail

lnIroduetioo

In the modem era of output orientated organisations most public sector managers
operate under considerable real time pressure Trafflc engineers in the public sector
who are accountable for the traffic management component of our transport system
are no exception to these rules Pressures are added by such things as the public
demand for local area traffic management, the need to reduce the impact of traffic
on the community and upon our energy resources and the availability of modem
technology These factors expand the opportunities for system enhancements but
bring with them diverse demands for the manager's atrention and energy,
In the background of these modem trends there is a demand driven by public
opinion that sites where there aIe high accident frequencies should be upgraded
This demand is reinforced by the manager's own social conscience and in the past
yeaI a very laIge window of opportunity has been opened by the Commonwealth
Black Spot PrograIn The sudden need to increase the traffic output of
improvement projects brings with it a compelling need to strearuline analysis
methods and to produce documentation of projects to a standaId sufficient for the
purpose of securing Commonwealth funding of the projects,
In this environment it is easy for practitioners to contend themselves with
existing analysis tools and continue to apply old methods in selecting and verifying
irnprovement projects There is little inducement to get involved in sophisticated
modelling techniques which even if efficient in themselves require the significant
training process to enable staff to apply them properly In addition, there is the risk
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Transport is a derived commodity not useful in itself but only in the value it
adds to otber products and resources Pure research in transport is tbus one step
further removed from tbe productive level tban pure research in some other areas
A case can therefore be generated to argue that it is vitally important that research
in transport should be directed towards inunediate application

The researcher
The researcher is someone who is the major performer in the research process
Normally this person (or group) does (or arranges for others to do) almost all of the
activities from finding the existing information, through developing new
infonnation to documentation and review The initial and fmal steps of defining the
problem and implementing the results are normally undertaken by others This
separation of tbe central section from the first and last stages can be a major
weakness in tbe process Economists argue tbat people act to maximise tbeir
personal benefit (utility). The greatest benefit to researchers as individuals may not
require tbe application of tbeir research It may be sufficient for tbe researcher to
discover not to apply tbe new knowledge.
McLean (1988) notes tbat tbe Australian professional traffic engineering
community did not allow in its early days a demarcation between research and
practice because tbey have been so closely interwoven in the development of tbe
discipline Therefore researchers and practitioners have been difficult to
differentiate This link may be weakened if the distinction is developed in any of
tbe areas involved in research or practice. Training progranunes of the 50s
produced a professional community which understood, appreciated and supported
research. The more formalised reseaI'ch programmes commenced in the 60s may

weaken this link.. The initial traffic engineering studies conducted in this country
were fumly established to address particular problems. Many were implemented
specifically to validate tbeories which had already been adopted as tbe basis of
legislative change such as the system-wide adoption of priority definition at
intersections and tbe compulsory wearing of seat belts. This emphasis towards
implementation has also led to tbe development of Australian standards in the field
(McLean 1988). Researchers will provide what tbe users want if they are the same
people.. The more removed tbe researchers are from tbe users the more likely tbat
tbe resnlts of research will not be put into practice. Users are rarely managers but
managers make research decisions The research decisions must have input from
the practitioners,
In effect the early traffic engineering practitioners saw themselves as the
researchers and tended to allow practice to lead research This placed the onus on
tbe true researcher to monitor tbe field of practice closely to ensure that
opportunities to monitor changes of practice were not lost and witb them tbe
chance to betrer understand tbeir effects on the traffic system
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The practitioner
need usability. Any research is wasted opportunity until it is put into practice
some way.. Therefore research needs an end focus 'The conclusions should be
enough to make the results affect normal engineering practice. The
direction should be identified from the outset so that when the end is reached the
naturally follows Therefore users should be involved at
cOlnnler,cem"nt as well as completion.. If there are any substantial changes to the
direction of the process by other pressures then the users should be consulted to
the changes are acceptable. Results must be provided in a fOffil which is
suitable for users. To do otherwise is to place the value of the research in terms of
its inunediate applicability at risk
Australia's relatively small population limits the amount of intellectual
resource ~vailable for oue discipline.. However it promotes the advantage of strong
formal and informal links betweeu users and researchers, and between
cODopl"m"ntary disciplines (McLean 1988).
There appears to be a current trend towards more academics being involved
consulting practice This gives academics and hence institutional research a

practical direction Another trend towards fewer students from industry
,m,iertakin. higher education in specific scientific disciplines degrades the
direction of institutional research.

manager

have a different set of personal values and goals to either users or
res:elll!chers In a transport authority a manager is likely to have a wider view and
organisational and financial aspects He is also more motivated to
p[(,vi<le results in a fixed time frame sometimes at the expense of sound change
and such circumstances can result in the loss of research opportunities
The most useful role the manager can play is to provide an interface between
users and the researchers Practitioners cannot generally communicate with the

res:elll:cher uuIess they are closely involved with one another in an "~ea of common
It is the manager who can ensure this line of communication is
so that practice and research interact to maximise the potential
belllefits to both.
This is not to suggest that managers themselves should attempt to keep up to
with all current research in their total area of responsibility. The same effect
be realised by encouraging staff to read in areas of interest and discuss
m"tel:ial relevant to current activities Most importantly any management decision
change elements of the managed system should be reviewed in terms of the
relevimc,e of recent research and its possible relevance to research opportunities.
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A model for traosport research

The diagram at Figure I shows a series of actions and interactions which illustrate
the structure of the research process. The activities which are usually done worst
are indicated with an asterisk In many situations elements of the structure al'e not
specifically recognised and in many situations not all elements are completed
Failure to complete certain elements leads to a weakening of the structure, a loss of
quality in the process and a failure to meet the objectives of the research
endeavour The structure is discussed below as it applies research in the field of
traffic engineering

Values
Values are defined as the qualities which make something desirable and important
Values are based partly on fact and largely on emotion Politics and religion are
two common areas dominated by value judgements There are few teclmical ar·eas
which are strongly affected by values directly. Values are difficult to define They
provide the reasons for attitudes which are predisposed tendencies to act in a
particular manner when faced with a particular stimulus In traffic engineering
values which play a m~jor part include mobility, equity and safety.. Because
elements of the traffic system often favour one of these against others there is a
need to set up a clear value system against which to judge the output of the
research effort
The environment in which traffic engineering is currently practised
recognises an expressed community goal to improve transport safety High
emphasis on safety drives programs such as the Commonwealth Government
Black Spot Program and extensive research into accident mitigation. Perhaps a
future generation may consider our efforts should have been directed towards
energy conservation in rransport However we are obliged to accept the values of
the day

Identifying goals
Values are not useful in themselves but provide the motivation for actions which
follow Goals are the ends of activities which are consistent with the underlying
values They are based on underlying values and available information Goals are
the basis for constraints on the research process.
Research may be seen as a course to be followed to achieve a specific
objective If the objective is not defined there is an excellent chance that
comprehensive research may be undertaken which is of no value. Transpolt
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research should have the basic goal of improving information which is useful in
improving the transport system
Noonan (1987) identifies that road safety should be based on countermeasure
development which is based on high quality research into the nature of the
problems being addressed.

Derming problems
Sometimes problems are considered in excellent detail. In other cases they are not
specifically thought of at all. Sometimes a benefit of engaging external consultants
is that documentation summarises some background including the need for the
project Documents rarely makes the project more general Writing itself is a
process whereby general thoughts are crystallised Any thoughts written will
become clearer and more specific,
McI-ean (1988) notes three areas of change in traffic engineering; road users,
traffic policy and technology These are expected to arise because this branch of
transportation is responsive to the demands from the system Therefore there is not
a particularly defined or effective mechanism for identifying and progressl.ng
issues Neither is the discipline pro-active in addressing problems which are likely
to arise The advances in the future should be driven from the identification of
needs and not merely for the sake of change which is artificially desirable The
most significant example is the use of technology. There are a great variety of
systems which are technically feasible and notionally desirable. However these are
not necessarily needed, nor are they necessarily cost effective.. Therefore they
should not be arbitrarily accepted as being required without first determining the
needs and expected benefits

Objectives, existing information and constraints
It is at this point that the research endeavour should become focused upon the
intended outcome. In particular it is the point at which applied research links
contractually to the practitioner and the manager
The defined problem is tested against existing information and validated as a
problem worth expenditure of resources in quest of a solution Ihe experimental
design process identifies the method of attack upon the problem and the constraints
of time, money and technology determine the intensity of enquiry The practitioner
or manager, if he maintains his involvement tlu'Ough this stage, develops an
expectation of the outcome and if appropriate prepares his plan to exploit the
opportunities which the new knowledge will provide
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should be tenninated at any time when the future cost of completion is more than
the benefits of the results In this case the research process was overtaken by an
alternative solution to the problem leading to the loss of opportunity to benefit by
applying the findings, Abandoning a project is a very difficult step ro take since the
preceding work is seen to be wasted We should not be cajoled by hindsight which
makes no judgement on previous decisions, Rather decisions must be taken on
their merits at a particular time Equally, we should be careful that if the initial
stages of the process are followed then research is much more likely to be
successfully completed This progranune suffered to some exteut from being over
ambitious, Therefore the initial stages of considering resources were not well done,
McLean's example suggests that the particular research was overtaken by other
events, While a decision to terminate could have been made earlier, it was
certainly not made prematurely and the correct decision was made
Another example is the signalised intersection capacity analysis This was
initially developed for the simplest of cases Over 20 years the work has been
assessed as very useful and has consequently been continually improved and
adapted to changing situations (including technology) Here the review has
continually kept the research process cycling as results remain useful and practised
It is also important to recognise the value of findings which prove the
negative of the original hypothesis.. Viney and Pretty (1988) examined the
hypothesis that traffic control signals should be turned off during ellIly moming
hours to improve traffic flows The conclnsion was that benefits are too small and
accident risks are unacceptable That is, the research failed to substantiate the
hypothesis. Often this result would not be reported because their has not been a
benefit proven In fact there is a negative hypothesis which is very useful; traffic
signals should not be turned off during early morning hours Ihe point is that
research information is worthwhile even if the hypothesis has not been proven,
Users desperately need to know what doesn't work as much as what does

Conclusions and documentation

If the aim of the research has been well defined then the essential ingredient of the

conclusions will be clear It should be conclnded that the research was successful
and the answers to the initial problem have now been provided, However
conclusions can be more far reaching, There are instances where the primary
question has been answered but there are other conclusions which can also be
drawn
It is imperative that the research is properly documented so that it remains
available and accessible to practitioners and students alike Firstly, it should be
available for scrutiny by others so that numerical results can be subjected to further
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The practice had been to use accident frequency alone as an indicator of
probable deficiency and to apply treatments which had been shown by
before-and-after studies to have been effective in other locations Effectiveness
assessment often depended on accumulation of fuIther accident history and
therefore postdated the treatment, somethnes by years There was a risk that
treatments were being misapplied and in addition the methodology could not
address situations wherein the signal modifications were to be accompanied by
significant changes in traffic patterns.
The major proposition was that:
The majority of accidents at traffic signals can be categorised into a few
types Variations between observed frequencies can be substantially related
to the differences in traffic volumes
Therefore the primary objective was:
To develop a typical relation between major accident types and conflicting
movement volumes at intersections controlled by traffic signals

Problem definition and a review of existing information were undertaken by
the authors generally in the course of daily work and professional development
The opportunity to progress the project came with the award by the Department of
a bursary for a year of study and research.
The research investigated 121 traffic signal sites based on routinely available
accident history and traffic counts Accident infonnation was from reports to
police of fatal, injury and property damage accidents over a 4 year period.. The
traffic volume information was based on turning movement counts factored to
represent annual traffic flows
The analysis disaggregated accidents by type (rear end, sideswipe same
direction, right angle and indirect right angle) for individual approaches and
complete intersections Statistically reliable relationships to accident exposure
were found Therefore it was concluded that typical accident patterns could be
predicted at traffic signal controlled intersections
In addition to the presentation of a report the information was documented,
presented in forum and made available in spreadsheet form for use by members of
staff Thus other users had a better understanding of the information than would be
obtained by merely studying a method from a handbook However its advent
coincided with that of the Commonwealth Black Spot Program which encouraged
the use of conventional analysis methods and demanded the unswerving attention
of staff The method is confidently expected to rmd extensive application in the
review phase of that Program
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The wOIk has provided a basis for further research such as the comparison of
operation of existing roundabout sites to determine the most suitable fOIm of
control at these intersections A similar investigation to compare staggered T
iwoctiOIlS and single intersections in different circwmstances is also considered to
be an appropriare extension of the work
This research project derived several advantages from the circwmstances in
it was wodertaken Firstly, a practitioner wodertook the research Relevant
backgrowod such as typical practice, weaknesses, alternative opinions and theOIy
were to a certain extent understood before resources were committed" The problem

and the research objectives were easily defined because they developed natwally
from daily WOIk practices The research was completed within the mininoum
resources available as demanded by the constraints which applied. Subsequently
the results were distributed to users in an appropriate and educational form
However, me extent to which widespread practice changes remains to be seen

Certainly the commissioning authOIity obtained what it sought, the means to more
rigorously diagnose and prescribe treatments fOI apparent safety deficiencies of
signalised intersections

Conclusions

McI-ean (1988) suggests that traffic engineering research in Australia has lost a
focal point There is no forum or coordination and therefore no consensus of issues

and needs He suggests that new institutional framewOIks may develop to address
this neglect
This paper has outlined the roles of the researcher, practitioner and manager
in a particular example of research into traffic accident frequency at signalised
intersections It identifies the opportunities presented by a piece of research jointly
supported by these three suppliers
It is clear that the increase in knowledge generated by this study presents an
opportunity to enhance the performance of the traffic system It can be expected
that having participated in the acquisition of this knowledge the practitioners will
ensure it is exploited to its full potential.
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